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Microcanonical Ensembles

and MolecuIar Dynamics g~~~~~~D

George A. Baker, Jr. and J. D. Johnson

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory OSTI
University of California, Los Alamos, NM 87544 USA

Abstract. We show that the O(N–l ) finite-size correction derived by Ray and

Zhang [1] can be arrived at in an alternate and simpler way. An application to

the hard-sphere system inspires a quasi-ergodic hypothesis linking the molecular

dynamics averages to those of the appropriate microcanonical ensemble.

The question of the proper microcanonical ensemble which corresponds
to a molecular dynamics simulation is an old and much studied one. It haa
long been recognized that the trajectories in a molecular dynamics simula-
tion with periodic boundary conditions move in just a subspace of the phase
space in which the energy, the volume, and the particle number are held
constant. [2–5] Specifically, since in this case there are no external forces and
the potential is explicitly assumed to be a function of the difference of the
particle positions only, the t6tal momentum is a constant. Recently Ray and
Zhang[l] have proposed that the phase space traversed by these trajectories
is further restricted by an additional constant of the motion, namely,

G(t) = ‘f’pit – ~miri, G(0) = –MZ:J ‘iTi ,
Zi=l mi

(1)
i= 1 i= 1

where M is the total mass. It is easy to see by dtierentiation that, as the
total momentum is constant, dG/dt = O. Thus it would seem at first glance
that G(t) is always equal to its initial value, which is minus the center of
mass of the system times the totid mass of the system.

In the case of molecular dynamics simulations with periodic boundary
conditions, there are several ways to implement these boundary conditions.
For ease of exposition, we will assume the range of the potential is less than
the edge length of the principal cell. One commonly used approach is the so-
called checkerboard method. In this case, the principal square (cube really)
is replicated infinitely in a periodic manner to fill all space. In like manner
the potential is made to be periodic through all space as if there were image
particles in each square (cube) of the checkerboard. Then from the initial
conditions each of the N particles in the principal cell moves under the action
of the forces and may well move into other squares of the checkerboard where
it will interact with the periodic image forces of the other particles. In thk
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case, we have dG/dt = Otrue for all time, but in exchange we have potentials
of infinite range.

An alternate, and completely equivalent, approach to the problem of
molecular dynamics simulations with periodic boundary conditions is to think
in terms of the so caUed toroidal boundary conditions where the particles stay
+ the principal cell, but the potentiaJ is as if there were image particles in
each of the nearest neighbor cells. When mapped onto Euclidean space, aa a
particle moves out one side of the cell, it reappears coming in the opposite
side of the cell. In this case, we have potentials of fide range, but G changes
discontinuously every time a particle exits and re-enters the opposite side
of the principal cell. In thk case, G is only piecewise constant, and not a
constant of the motion. Consequently, we will take a different approach. Ev-
ery molecular dynamics simulation starts with a particular value of the total
momentum, which we will call &l, and a particular center of mass, which
we will call R = –G(0)/kf. Let us introduce the change of variables (the
checkerboard method is used here),

rniM tM
pi.7r~+—

M’
‘r;=pi +-.

M
(2)

This transformation is a canonical transformation. It transforms to an un-
accelerated, Cartesiam frame. It is completely equivalent to the original sim-
ulat ion. Now however, the following initial condlt ions for every molecular
dynamics simulation are just

N

x 7Ti=O> 5mipi = MR , (3)
i=l i= 1

and do not change with time.
We remark that in the transformed Hamiltonian, the potential term is

basically unchanged (That is r~ is replaced by pi.) because the potential
is only a function of the differences of the particle positions so the time
dependent terms cancel out. The kinetic energy term becomes

By (3), the middle term vanishes and the total momentum separates from
the rest of the kinetic energy as a simple squared term.

The molecular dynamics simulation of our transformed system may now
be performed using either the checkerboard or the toroidal boundary condi-
tions as desired.

We think that the use of this fixed center of mass approach, has a nice
symmetry to the previously noticed feature that the initial total momentum
is preserved.
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We are now in a position to consider which rnicrocanonical ensemble ap-
propriately corresponds to a molecular dynamics simulation. We will have in
mind the idea that the system traverses all of phase space allowed by the
restrictions we have found. Two of the standard methods of procedure are
to consider the allowed phase-space volume Q (the energy less than or equal
to E) or the allowed phase-space density w (the energy is equal to E.) In
either case, fi.xiig the center of mass, as we have found to be the case in our
transformed molecular dynamics simulation, decreases these quantities by a
factor of V. (This fact can be seen explicitly by the use of Jacobi coordinates
as were used by Ray and Zang[l].) These two quantities can be used to define
the entropy,

Sfi=kln J2, SU=klnw. (5)

Thus the change in the entropy due to the R restriction is –k In V. Pearson
et al. [6] have shown that in the thermodynamic limit these two definitions
of entropy are the same. Ray and Zhang[l] have used Sn in their work. It
seems to us, considering the conservation or energy in a molecular dynamics
simulation, that SW is more appropriate however. The change from the well
known EVlVA4 ensemble to the EVNMR ensemble, makes a correction of
0(1/lV). Thermodynamics tells us that if we start from the entropy given in
eq. (5) that, as dB = TNvz... dsivv~... —pivvE... dv,

Thus, we can compute from

PNVEMV

PNVE...V

N~l’ivvE...‘w:~-”)NE -“)

our above results that,

PNVEMRV 1
NkTNvE&f – NkTNvB&fR = ~ ‘

(7)

provided we use the either the Q or the w ensemble in both cases. This result
agrees exactly with Ray and Zhang’s eq. (22) when the obvious typographic
errors are corrected.

We now turn from ensemble theory to molecular dynamics. Here a com-
parison has been made by Hoover and Alder[S], who derived the relation,

(G-i. ‘A(&-l)NVT
(8)

They then compared the molecular dynamics results of Alder and Wain-
wright [7] with the Monte Carlo results of Wood[8] for a system of 12 hard
disks. They found very good agreement. All of these authors defined the
temperature of the molecular dynamics calculation by the equation,

.

T~D =$&, where E=13-~, (9)
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which is the energy in the center of mass frame. This definition is at variance
with the ideaa of equipartition which would suggest instead the definition,

. 2E

‘MD = d(lv – l)k
(lo)

For the special case of hard spheres (in any dimension) the partition
functions factor into the product of two terms, i.e.,

/
ZNVT = dpN dTN exp[–~(K(p) + V(r)]

= (JdPN exp[-,f3K(p)]) (~d?’~ exp[-@U(T)])

(11)

((= 2m7LkT)d~/2
j (J )dTN @[–~u(T)] ,

ZNVE... =
u

dp~ drN R(p)@ [–~U(r)]
)

(12)

=(JdpNRI~J)(/’drN@[-@u[Tj]),
where K is the kinetic energy, U is the potential energy, 7? is the restrictor
function which imposes either the f2 conditions or the w conditions as desired.
It may also impose the restriction on iVf if required. O(Z) is the unit step-
function. It is zero if x <0 and unity if x ~ O.The reason for the factorization
is that the potential factor is either zero or unity for the hard-sphere case. It
now follows directly from eqns. (6-7) and (11-12) that for this case that

(&)NVT= (&) NVE=(&)NVEAI=(&) iVVEMIZ+;-
(13)

The choice of T in the NVT ensemble does not matter since pV/NkT is
independent of temperature for the hard-sphere potential interaction.

By a little algebraic manipulation eq. (8) becomes by the use of eq. (13),

(14)

where N, V, and E are the same for both cases. For periodic boundary
conditions, M and R need not agree. What is important is that they are
fixed in both cases. We propose this result as the appropriate quasi-ergodic
hypothesis which relates a molecular dynamics computation to an ensemble
average. Note is taken that neither side of eq. (14) reduces to the ideal gas
limit, which differs by a factor of N/(N – 1) from the results in eq. (14). This
feature is easy to understand in light of the restrictions on the phase space
traversed in each method.
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